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Ergonomic seating at its best!

ErgoSelect™
SEATING RANGE

ErgoSelect™, a superior range of ergonomic 
offi ce chairs. Extensive testing, research 
and trials have led to the development of the 
ErgoSelect™ range, designed with the health 
and well being of the user in mind.

One of the unique features of ErgoSelect™ 
is the availability of ergonomic choices and 
customised options which allow the user 
to style a chair to their personal seating 
requirements and enjoy an enhanced 
seating experience. 

ErgoSelect™ chairs are fully upgradeable, 
with a selection of interchangeable component 
options.

Spark High Back

Swift High Back
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FOR MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS

ErgoSelect™ CHAIRS... 

“

“

AFRDI LEVEL 6

ErgoSelect™ chairs are 
guaranteed to 160kg

The ErgoSelect™ chair 
range will cater to a wide 
range of users.

The entire ErgoSelect™ range 
shown in this brochure has 
AFRDI 6  accreditation for 
severe commercial use, and 
conforms to AS/NZS4438-
1997, ensuring you are 
purchasing a quality product, 
designed to last.

The entire ErgoSelect™ range 
shown in this brochure has 
AFRDI 6  accreditation for 
severe commercial use, and 
conforms to AS/NZS4438-
1997, ensuring you are 
purchasing a quality product, 
designed to last.

Spark High Back



“

ErgoSelect™ chairs have 
been carefully designed with 
the user in mind. 

You can easily adjust the 
chair to suit your working 
style!

“

ErgoSelect™
“Quality you can rely on”

Lumbar Pump
The pump up lumbar support is one of the most sought after 
features in the ErgoSelect™ range. Easily operated from the 
seated position, this give you the ability to actually change the 
shape of the backrest. Added to the other standard adjustments 
on the chair, it takes personal customisation to a new level.

Swift High Back
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SIT RECLINED 

SIT FORWARD

SIT UP STRAIGHT

This provides great back support, and it’s a good idea 
to use a footrest when sitting reclined.

A very natural and comfortable position. For those of 
us that have found ourselves sitting on the front edge 
of our seats, with our knees low, just so we can stretch 
our back.

This is in all the Ergonomic books - knees, hips, 
elbows all at 90 degrees or just over. You will need to 
use all the chair adjustments to set this up correctly.

SPARK HIGH BACK 
HEAVY DUTY CHAIR
This popular model of the ErgoSelect™ range has now 
been tested and certifi ed to the 160kg AFDRI 142 Multi-
shift load rated test.
This makes the Spark High Back Heavy Duty chair a 
genuine heavy duty, multi-shift, intensive use chair.

Lumbar Pump

24/7
MULTI-
SHIFT
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Ergonomic Opinions Vary – 

so do ErgoSelect™ chairs



Spark High Back 
SPK HE3S AAA 130 SASSY

Spark Mid Back
SPK ME3S NAP 130 RED

ErgoSelect™ 
SPARK CHAIR
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